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                 “Locker Room”    

A locker room after a loss is a strange environment, and I think most people who have 

competed in team athletics can attest to that. Going to a performing arts high school, my 

basketball team was no stranger to this turf. There is a cold silence filled only with defeated 

breathes, and its only more frigid after a loss that ends a season. Being on my team since 

sophomore year, I had been in that locker room two times before, with the senior players on the 

team bowing their heads and crying soft, masculine tears into their sweat stained jerseys. It 

wasn’t proper for the underclassmen and juniors to cry, we always had next year. Quietly, I 

always looked forward to that day, where after an intense and close game, my senior season, and 

basketball career would close with a neat wrapping and bow, with a clap on the back of approval. 

But halfway through January of my last year in high school, basketball stopped mattering. I got 

into weight training and powerlifting as a new year's resolution, and it immediately became a 

passion that overtook basketball. Almost immediately, the sport that had consumed my life and 

that I loved playing everyday took a severe back seat. I found myself spending more time in the 

weight room and neglecting basketball, which I had been fervently dedicated to for over 5 years. 

It wasn’t the first time something like that had happened to me, either. In elementary school, I 

played the piano and attended Special Music School, a selective and highly sought after program 

of 15 kids per grade that emphasized musical ability. I practiced religiously, usually spending 

significantly more time on piano than homework, and I loved it. I played classical, jazz and 

modern music. Twice a week, we had a designated school periods for individual lessons. My 



piano teacher was an older Russian lady named Jinia, who had an affinity for yelling at me for 

failing to practice three hours a day, and not using “ze wrist!” enough when performing. She 

always retained my trust and love through candy bribery, however, and I stuck with piano for 13 

years. Then I stopped, just as suddenly as basketball, I decided I didn’t want to pursue music, 

and I dedicated that time to other things, basketball being one of them. I was good at piano, not 

the best in my elementary school class of 15, but most of the kids who stayed at Special Music 

School ended up as basket cases, kind of the “Whiplash” stereotype in real life. If you haven’t 

seen it, “Whiplash” is a movie about a prodigy drummer in college who becomes so obsessed 

with becoming great, and impressing his infamous band teacher, that he throws all other aspects 

of his life (social, romantic, health) out of the window. I was really good at basketball; I was 

named team captain senior year and had some college potential and prospects, but certainly not 

real D1 material. I knew this was my last season playing competitively, and just that fact should 

have torn me up inside. 

 

I had a stint last summer where I decided would right down all of my thoughts before 

bed. You know how you always have those great trains of thoughts right before you fall asleep, 

but lose them in the morning? So I would jot down every concept, theory, and idea I had over a 

few weeks, and going back to read these tidbits, one thought stuck out clearly. On August 13th 

2017, I wrote, “If I spend time on anything, it should be discovering what I want to spend time 

on. Nothing can be worse than dedicating my lifetime to something and discovering that I never 

really cared for it, or wanted to do something instead. Find something.” I always feel confused 

when trying to justify what these timelines in my past mean. Even though “Whiplash” is more of 



a cautionary tale, I can’t help but want to feel actual passion for something. Everyday, I’m more 

and more scared that I’ve never been further from finding ‘something’. 

 

 My final locker room moment didn’t live up to the moist and emotional experience I had 

secretly hoped it would be. I sat in a crammed locker room in a crumby school in Queens, two 

hours from home by bus, after losing to the highly ranked team by 50 points. I took off my jersey 

and handed it to my coach, who collected it without fanfare. My teammates and friends, who 

would also be graduating in a few months, sniffled and cried quietly, receiving the comforting 

pats and encouragement that I wanted. No, that I felt I deserved. I sat, heart still pounding, sweat 

still dripping from my hair, and eyes painfully dry. I was overcome with broad thoughts, like 

how I would never play basketball competitively again, and that I would never put on that fancy, 

reversible Nike jersey, and feel how the material swished around as I showed off in warm ups.  

But my eyes were dry. I had sold my entire investment in basketball, and I was detached. 

The same emotion that swept over my teammates, even those who sat the bench, and didn’t get 

to average impressive stats and take game winning shots, was far removed from me. However, 

the familiar cold of the losing locker room was definitely there. It might have just been the stone 

walls and old porcelain sinks, but I could feel my skin prickle up in goosebumps and the sweat 

dripping out of my hair felt almost icy. I pulled a hoodie over my head and accepted some high 

fives from players on the other team as we made our way back to our bus. Some of the younger 

players on the team had already managed to overcome their brief despair and chatted amongst 

themselves. I wouldn’t have dared when I was in their position, but perhaps I was just being 

overly pious and solemn. I slid into a seat near the back of the bus, occupying a whole row with 

my gym bag and school work. Despite changing out of my game clothes, I could still feel the 



sweat rubbing between my sweatpants and skin, an annoying pesterence that felt like a malicious 

reminder. I pushed in my earbuds and felt that uncomfortable pressure on my chest, the one that 

you get when you feel like you’ve lost something. I felt like I was answering a circular riddle. 

Was I not crushed because I had stopped caring about the sport, or had I stopped caring so that I 

wouldn’t experience the crushing? I wanted that cry so bad, wanted the feeling that everything I 

had done in basketball could come to some emotional cumulation, the peak in a movie or TV 

show where everyone feels bad for the conflicted and complicated protagonist. I didn’t even ask 

for a championship, I just wanted a moving loss. I could have forced myself to cry, and at one 

point, the water almost turned on. But it was too late, I had missed my locker room moment, so I 

held back. 

An hour later, with the bus nearing our neighborhood, the mood had lightened up. For the 

first few minutes of the ride, the silence had been uncomfortable, especially among the seniors. 

Our heads were bowed, headphones in. I blasted throwback rap songs into my ears as I finally 

regained my breath. I figured that the whole ride back would be like this. That dinner with my 

family would be like this, with my parents and sister carefully skirting around what may have 

been an emotional time for me. That tomorrow in school, my friends would give me obligatory 

looks of empathy and meaningless apologies when I told them that we had lost. But jokes were 

made, and the bus was filled with carefree talking and laughter. I quickly realized that I didn’t 

want to uphold this phony solemn-ness any longer, and joined in on the conversation.  

I joked with the coach that he should buy us all Popeye’s chicken for dinner sometime to 

commemorate the season. He agreed, and I exchanged raucous high fives with the teammates 

seated nearest to me. The knot in my throat and weight on my chest were already unwinding. I 

had been confused and emotional for a whole 30 minutes or so, and the pain of that locker room 



never presented itself to me again. After years of work, shooting jump shots until my knees were 

shaky and feet were callused, running countless sprints and painstakingly working on developing 

weak points of my game, I let go of the sport in half an hour.  Basketball became just another 

“what if” in my life, and I’m not usually the most nostalgic person. 

 I’m almost 19 years old, and I’ve devoted thousands of hours of hard work on skills and 

talents that I ultimately threw away. I chose an intensive music program over a regular 

elementary school experience. I chose sneaking into dark gymnasiums on friday nights over 

socializing at high school parties. I’m not sure what I’m supposed to make of that, now. It kills 

me that time only runs in one direction. 

Coach never bought us dinner at Popeye’s, but I’d figured he wouldn’t and I never 

brought it up again. I accepted my end of the year sports awards with a smile and a wave, but 

didn’t glance back or pine. Frankly, I moved on quicker and easier than I had expected.  

 


